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Claim SafeView





Since SafeShareâ€™s beginning, SafeViews were created without being logged in. Now you can claim ownership over your own SafeViews. We have NO way of verifying if you were the actual owner so we believe in your good faith. 



I swear Iâ€™m this SafeViewâ€™s owner





















Your feedback is essential! Help us make SafeShare even better!
 Submit Feedback!+
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Share YouTube and Vimeo videos safely and without distractions!
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Create SafeView
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What does SafeShare do






Minimize ads and distractions






Trim videos to show only the part you care about
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Share directly to Google Classroom






Control the privacy settings of your videos





SafeShare makes it easy to generate a web page that's focused only on a specific YouTube or Vimeo video. Our technology reduces any advertisements, annotations, or links to other potentially inappropriate videos to a minimum.

To create a SafeView you simply copy & paste the URL of a YouTube or Vimeo video. You can optionally select a start & end time to show only part of the video, or edit the video title and description. To share your video as a link, you can generate a short URL or QR code that you can paste anywhere. SafeShare also supports sharing through email, social networks such as Facebook, and Google Classroom.
















Created with Sketch.





























SafeViews created worldwide!











Now it's your turn!

Signing up with SafeShare is completely free of charge. You'll be able to share YouTube videos without ads, modify SaveViews you previously created, and provide a better experience when sharing videos with students, classmates, colleagues or clients!








Sign up!













Who uses SafeShare?



Teachers - Our mission is to provide a safe environment, where YouTube and Vimeo videos can be seen without any distraction. Thanks to our platform, teachers are able to share videos with their students without worrying about potentially inappropriate content. No longer will teachers have to resort to downloading and converting videos with VDownloader or similar applications just to be able to share it with their students without risking potentially inappropriate ad pre-rolls or other nuisances.

Parents - YouTube's "Safety Mode" is far from foolproof. There are many videos without appropriate age restrictions. In fact, some videos are specifically created to fool YouTube's content filters, as reported by the New York Times: "On YouTube Kids, Startling Videos Slip Past Filters". SafeShare was launched to keep parents reassured, and to keep children safe when watching online videos.

Anyone - Although YouTube allows you to set a start time for a video, it does not allow an end time to be defined, nor can you create a custom title or description for a section of a video to describe only the clip you want to highlight. With SafeShare, you can do exactly that, and more! This is great for webmasters, marketers, or anyone else who might want to link to a specific section of a video or customize its title when sharing to social networks or a messaging application.













About SafeShare
Launched as a beta version in 2009, SafeShare has gained popularity as the safest way to watch and share YouTube and Vimeo videos, and is widely used all around the globe by educators so their students can watch educational material without the fear of inappropriate videos showing up.
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Notification title

Go there







Cancel
Ok
















Sign In

Please log in to create a SafeView
















Connect with:














Or log in with:




Email sent!


â€¨Please revise your inbox.



You will receive an email with instructions for how to proceed.



























Forgot your password?
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Sign Up
Send link
Close







By clicking Sign Up, you agree to our Privacy Policy and ours Terms





























Sign Up!
















Connect with:














or create an account:













































By clicking Sign Up, you agree to our Privacy Policy and our Terms 


Sign Up!



Log in here!


























Password Reset





















Send link



Don't have an account yet? Sign up here!





















Set new Password





























Set new password
























We're signing you up!
Please wait a moment
















We're logging you in!
Please wait a moment


















Something went
wrong ...


Please confirm if popups 
aren't being blocked 

















Creating your
SafeView
Please wait a moment








SafeView Created!
You will be redirected








Sorry but offensive
content was detected
Please try again with a different video








This video is private
or unavailable
Please try again with a different video








Wow! You reached your
free 20 SafeViews limit

Go premium!











Please enter a valid
YouTube or Vimeo URL









Unknown error
occurred

Please try again or contact support
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Share SafeView
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or scan to share
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×
Premium Feature





This feature requires a Premium account 








Go premium!
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